FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  
Wilwood Disc Brakes Announces new Billet Aluminum Master Cylinder Fluid Reservoirs  

Camarillo, CA • May, 2013

Wilwood Disc Brakes is pleased to announce two new 4 ounce billet aluminum master cylinder fluid reservoirs kits: one for direct mount applications, and the other for remote mounting. Part number 260-12696 is the direct mount reservoir kit utilizing an 11/16-20 threaded adapter to attach exclusively to Wilwood’s Compact Remote Master Cylinders. Part number 260-12697 is the remote mount version that comes complete with billet mounting bracket and 3/8-24 thread -3 AN fluid connector. Stainless steel braided flex lines in numerous lengths are available separately.

For applications that require an electronic brake fluid level sensor, order cap part number 330-12645.

Wilwood aluminum fluid reservoirs are loaded with features and technology built from decades of domination in world motorsports, and the proven reliability of Zero PPM defect quality supply to leading OE manufacturers around the world. These reservoirs not only enhance the appearance of your vehicle, but offer years of care free performance.

For more information contact: Wilwood Engineering at (805) 388-1188 and request to speak with Erika Gordillo for marketing issues, or Andy Fritts for technical questions. Also, Wilwood’s website is accessible at www.wilwood.com or e-mail customerreply@wilwood.com

For a high resolution photo for printing, please click here, part number 260-12697 shown.
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